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Utility Tariff Bonds: New and
Refined Applications for Prove
Stranded Cost Securitization
Technology

With the demonstrable performance of prior utility tar
bonds, U.S. regulated electric utilities likely will expan
their use of this securitization method. It is only sensible
use the technique to allow a utility to recover mandate
costs over which the utility has no particular control in 

most efficient manner possible. U.S. regulated electric
utilities face a period of disruptive change, which will
potentially increase significantly the financial risks faced
affected utilities that will add substantial rate recovery
pressure.

J. Paul Forrester

I. Introduction

It is likely that U.S. regulated

electric utilities face an almost

unprecedented period of

disruptive change and the

relating funding/cost recovery

challenges that this presents. A

recent Edison Electric Institute

(EEI) report titled ‘‘Disruptive

Implications and Strategic

Responses to a Changing Reta

Electric Business’’ described th

changes (called ‘‘disruptive

challenges’’ in the report) as:

due to a convergence of factors,

including: falling costs of distrib

uted generation and other dis-

tributed energy resources (DER)

an enhanced focus on develop-
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creasing customer, regulatory,

d political interest in demand

e management technologies

SM); government programs to

centivize selected technologies;

e declining price of natural gas;

wing economic growth trends;

d rising electricity prices in

rtain areas of the country. Taken

gether, these factors are potential

ame changers’’ to the U.S. elec-

c utility industry, and are likely

 dramatically impact customers,

ployees, investors, and the

ailability of capital to fund

ture investment. The timing of

ch transformative changes is

clear, but with the potential for

hnological innovation (e.g.,

lar photovoltaic or PV) becom-

g economically viable due to this

nfluence of forces, the industry

d its stakeholders must proac-

ely assess the impacts and

ernatives available to address

sruptive challenges in a timely

anner

 the related financial risks to

cted utilities as follows:

clining utility revenues,

creasing costs, and lower prof-

bility potential, particularly

er the long-term. As DER and

M programs continue to cap-

re ‘‘market share,’’ for example,

ility revenues will be reduced.

ding the higher costs to inte-

ate DER, increasing subsidies for

M and direct metering of DER

ll result in the potential for a

ueeze on profitability and, thus,

dit metrics. While the regula-

ry process is expected to allow

r recovery of lost revenues in

ture rate cases, tariff structures

 most states call for non-DER

stomers to pay for (or absorb)

t revenues. As DER penetration

creases, this is a cost-recovery

ucture that will lead to political

essure to undo these cross sub-

ies and may result in utility

The EEI report may be

criticized as being unduly

optimistic in one important

respect: the EEI report suggests

that the existing rate recovery

mechanisms for utility

investments will permit affected

utilities and their investors,

lenders, and other stakeholders

the time necessary to undertake a

proactive assessment and

adequate planning to address

these disruptive challenges. In the

opinion of this author, the EEI

reports focuses almost exclusively

on DER/DSM and pays

inadequate attention to several

other and equally important

factors, including the accelerated

retirement of substantial coal-

fired plant capacity due to

increased environmental

requirements for regulated

electric utilities, the requirements

for substantial investment in

transmission and distribution

systems to permit the integration

of increasing mandated

renewable resources and, in at

least in certain portions of the

U.S., required or desirable

transmission grid to reduce its

vulnerability to storms of

increasing severity, and, of

course, the risk that declining

natural gas prices may not

continue indefinitely and that

rising natural gas prices will,

when coupled with these other

factors, put substantial rate

recovery pressure on affected

utilities credit. However, the EEI

report is correct when it notes the

self-reinforcing cycle that this rate

recovery pressure will trigger:

namely, increasing rates will

accelerate the adoption of DER/

DSM and the loss of market share

and related revenue.

U tility credit has been

declining steadily since

20001 and, as investors and other

stakeholders (including rating

agencies) begin to question the

continuation of the rate recovery

mechanisms that have permitted

higher levels of leverage and

better ratings than for comparable

corporates, this will also increase

the cost of capital to the affected

utilities and/or the accelerate

required deleveraging to

maintain existing ratings.

One financial product that

affected U.S. electric utilities might

use to mitigate these negative

factors is the utility tariff bond

(also called ‘‘rate reduction

bonds,’’ ‘‘ratepayer obligation

charges,’’ etc.) and the underlying

‘‘stranded cost’’ securitization

methodology and related rate

treatment. The key benefits of the

utility tariff bond are the relatively

high rating (often ‘‘AAA’’/

‘‘Aaa’’), relatively long tenor (up to

Rate recovery
pressure will
accelerate the

adoption of
DER/DSM and the
loss of market share

and related
revenue.
anded cost exposure. investments to ‘‘harden’’ the 20
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treatment that the bond does not

constitute debt of the related utility

for credit-rating purposes.

O riginally developed to

compensate U.S. electric

utilities for regulatory assets

rendered uneconomic by

deregulation, utility tariff bonds

are finding new applications.

Examples include financing

mandatory pollution control

equipment and other similar

investments; funding of

catastrophic storm reconstruction

expenditures; recovery of power

plant development and

construction costs and, as

described below, potentially to

fund (1) the early retirement and

clean-up of coal-fired power

plants due to more stringent

environmental requirements, (2)

the required investments to

integrate increasing renewable

resources, and (3) necessary or

desirable investments to ‘‘harden’’

the grid against severe storms, as

well as necessary upgrades for a

‘‘Smart Grid’’ to enable the full

realization of benefits of energy

efficiency and conservation

investments and other DSM.

F or many U.S. electric utilities,

deregulation of wholesale

power supply markets in the late

1990s rendered substantial plant,

equipment, and other regulatory

assets economically obsolete. As

compensation, the affected

utilities, regulators, and

consumer representative groups

crafted stranded-cost

securitizations to permit utilities

to recover the related stranded

costs through special rates

sale proceeds of bonds backed by

such charges. These bonds in

many cases were somewhat

euphemistically referred to as

‘‘rate-reduction’’ bonds, although

the securitization charges often

increased rates to affected

customers. In connection with

such securitizations, the primary

U.S. rating agencies developed

and maintain specific criteria and

methodologies for such stranded-

cost securitizations.2

To date, utilities have issued

approximately $45 billion of

stranded-cost and similar

securitizations. That number

could increase dramatically and

relatively quickly if the U.S.

regulated electric utility industry

applies this well-tested

securitization technique to the

extraordinary cost recovery

challenges it faces in the future in

any significant degree.

II. Stranded-Cost
Securitizations

Stranded-cost securitizations

prior transactions, including: 

the special transition charges t

gas transmission and distribut

companies were permitted3 to

collect as part of the resolution

disputes regarding so-called

‘‘take or pay’’ contracts when U

gas supply and transportation

services were unbundled in th

mid-1980s; (2) the securitizati

of special charges to customer

affected utilities to finance

compensation payments to su

utilities under legislated nucle

power plant moratoria in Italy

and Spain in the early 1990s4; 

(3) a 1995 securitization by Pu

Sound & Light5 to finance a D

program (essentially cash

incentives to customers to rep

less energy-efficient appliance

with more energy-efficient item

Ideally, the basic foundation

a stranded-cost securitization 

sound legislative and regulato

scheme that provides for the

following:

� An adequate hearing on 

merits regarding the costs to 

recovered and the alternative

means of financing these cost

with securitization found to b

demonstrably superior to othe

such financing alternatives.

Practically, this often will be t

case since the securitization w

allow a highly rated financing

100 percent of such costs. In

addition, such a hearing will

substantially mitigate the risk

later reversal or adverse

modification of the related

regulatory approval;

� A related regulatory

approval, commonly referred

Ideally, the
basic foundation
for a stranded-cost
securitization
is a sound
legislative
and regulatory
scheme.
izes
charged to customers and the represent a refinement of seve
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issuance of bonds that are

red or otherwise backed by

recovery of the costs, and any

ted securitization, through

-bypassable charges to the

ty’s customers. Sometimes

 is referred to as a ‘‘network’’

ge, because the charge is

able by all customers using

 network, and not readily

ded by electing utility

ices that are not subject to

 charges;

The characterization as a

rate property right of the

t to levy and collect the

ges—and any increases

ired to true-up the amounts

e levied and collected to

re full and timely

yments of the bonds backed

uch charges;

The ‘‘true sale’’ of the related

erty rights to the issuer in the

ted securitization to secure or

rwise back the issuer’s

ritization; and

A pledge by the applicable

 not to impair such property

t or securitization.

dditionally, as a practical

ter, the charges (and any

ly required increase for true-

mounts) should be

ciently modest to reduce the

 of later impairment from

omer or political objections.6

he legal effect of such a state

ge, and applicable

tations on it, depend on

stitutional protections under

Contract Clause7 and under

nst improper takings.8

stions might arise about the

ree to which prior orders of

later regulatory authority, or the

deference the prior order will

receive in any subsequent

regulatory proceedings.9

However, the rating agencies

apparently have become

comfortable with these risks,

since they rate these transactions

in their highest rating categories

(although they may require legal

opinions regarding the

applicable Constitutional

protections10).

On June 28, 2002, the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) issued

Revenue Procedure 2002-4911

(Rev. Proc. 02-49) to clarify the

conditions under which a state-

regulated electric utility can

securitize customer charges

without recognizing immediate

tax gain. Rev. Proc. 02-49 also

expedited stranded-cost

securitizations by eliminating the

issuer’s need to seek a private

letter ruling. Later, on Sept. 12,

2005, Rev. Proc. 05-62,12 expanded

the scope of Rev. Proc. 02-49

beyond stranded costs, removing

the requirement for level

payments and adding a

payments be made at least semi-

annually.

H istorical performance of

these stranded-cost

securitizations generally has been

sound13 and, accordingly, prior

investor experience has been

positive. Notably, this history has

included a related utility

bankruptcy (Pacific Gas &

Electric) and a utility merger

(Northwestern’s acquisition of

Montana Power).

III. Securitizing
Pollution Control

Recently, some utilities have

used additional transactions

utilizing stranded-cost

securitization methodologies to

finance mandated pollution

control equipment and to recover

storm recovery and

reconstruction costs. The rating

agencies have duly noted these

more recent opportunities.14

Perhaps the first attempt to

extend stranded-cost

securitization techniques to

mandated pollution-control

requirements was the proposed

$490 million of so-called

‘‘environmental trust bonds’’

authorized for issuance by

Wisconsin Electric Power Co.

(WEPCO) in October 2004 under

2003 Wisconsin Act 152.15 This

Act authorizes Wisconsin utilities

to use environmental trust bonds

to finance environmental

improvements on utility facilities.

It calls for the environmental trust

bonds to be repaid from revenues

Recently, some utilities
have used additional

transactions utilizing
stranded-cost securitization

methodologies to
finance mandated pollution

control equipment
and to recover storm

recovery and reconstruction
costs.
 regulatory authority bind a requirement that securitization co
te this article in press as: J.P. Forrester, Utility Tariff Bonds: New and Re

0-6190/$–see front matter # 2013 Elsevier Inc. All
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states that the bond issue is

governed by a Wisconsin Public

Service Commission’s financing

order, which among other things,

creates a property right to the

collection of the fees from utility

customers and to the collected

revenues. The Act also provides

that the utility will transfer this

right to a third party, which will

collect the fees for repayment of

the debt. Further, the Act

expressly states that the debt

associated with the bonds will not

be shown on the books of the

related utility.16

Several other states have

adopted similar legislation,

including Florida, Texas, and

West Virginia.

A subsequent attempt

occurred in May 2007,

when Allegheny Energy, parent

of Monongahela Power (senior

secured rating: ‘‘Baa3’’) and

Potomac Edison (senior secured

rating: ‘‘Baa3’’), issued $345

million and $115 million,

respectively, of environmental

control bonds under West

Virginia Code §24-2-4e.17 The

bonds were used to finance the

installation of flue-gas

desulphurization units

(commonly referred to as

‘‘scrubbers’’) and related facilities

on the Fort Martin coal-fired

power plant in Monongalia

County, W.Va. The bonds were

rated ‘‘AAA’’ by Standard &

Poor’s and ‘‘Aaa’’ by Moody’s

Investors Services—superior to

the related utilities’ own ‘‘Baa3’’

ratings at that time. The required

financing order was issued after a

was amended by joint

stipulation to accelerate the

securitization in order to take

advantage of attractive interest

rates and avoid the risk of further

escalation of project costs for

the scrubbers and related facilities

and other material negative

consequences.

The costs of implementing the

Clean Air Act’s Phase II

reductions under Title IV, §405,18

as well as mercury limitations

under the proposed Clear Skies

Act,19 are estimated to exceed $60

billion by 2020.20 Of course, the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit

struck down EPA’s 2004 Clean

Air Mercury Rule21 on Feb. 8,

2008, for exempting power plants

from more stringent mercury

pollution requirements under the

proposed cap-and-trade scheme.

In addition, this same Court

found ‘‘several fatal flaws’’ in

EPA’s Clean Air Interstate Rule

and, as a result, vacated the rule in

its entirety and remanded the

matter back to EPA to promulgate

a rule consistent with the Court’s

rule22 for Mercury and Air To

Standards for New Power Pla

on April 24, 2013, and has als

adopted or proposed more

stringent particulates,23 coal

combustion residuals, and

cooling water intake structure

The industry is challenging m

of these (and other) rules due

the significant compliance cos

involved.

N evertheless, future clea

air and other coal-relat

environmental requirements

likely will generate significan

opportunities to finance

mandated pollution complian

costs using securitization

techniques—without burdenin

electric utility balance sheets w

the related funding obligation

IV. Storm
Reconstruction Bonds

Following Hurricane Andre

in 1995, commercial insurance

property or casualty damage 

electric transmission and

distribution facilities owned b

coastal utilities became

substantially more expensive—

even with larger deductibles 

self-insurance—or unavailable

commercially acceptable term

For the next 10 years, coastal

utilities often were permitted 

charge rates in amounts thou

sufficient to establish appropr

reserves for storm recovery an

reconstruction. These reserves

were depleted in the devastat

U.S. hurricane season of 2005

which included Hurricanes
24
protracted proceeding and later opinion. The EPA adopted a fi
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s a result, Florida,

Louisiana, Mississippi, and

as all passed laws facilitating

m-recovery securitization.25

 first completed storm-

very securitization

saction was FPL Recovery

ding’s $652 million of Senior

red Bonds, authorized by a

ncing order for Florida Power

ight (issuer rating: A/A1 and

t term rating: A-1/P-1) in

 2007. The bonds were rated

A’’ by Standard & Poor’s and

a’’ by Moody’s and, as with

gheny Energy, these ratings

e superior to those of the

ted utility. Shortly thereafter,

rgy Gulf States’ authorized

 partially consummated

isiana and Texas transactions:

 Texas transaction—Entergy

f States Reconstruction

ding’s $329.5 million of its

es A Senior Secured

sition Bonds—was rated

A’’ by Standard & Poor’s and

a’’ by Moody’s and appears to

e closed in July 2007 (Entergy

f States’ senior secured rating

e time of issuance was

B’’/‘‘Baa3’’),26 however, in

Louisiana transaction—

rgy Louisiana Hurricane

very Funding—only

aratory SEC filings have

 made for an offering of

or secured storm recovery

ds.27

ore recently, Cleco Katrina/

 Hurricane Recovery Funding

ed $180.6 million of its 2008

or storm recovery bonds rated

A’’ by Standard & Poor’s and

a’’ by Moody’s in April 2008,

 once again the bond ratings
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Grid ‘‘Hardening’’

llowing Hurricane Irene in

ust 2011 and Superstorm

y in October 2012, there is

eased discussion regarding

advisability of ‘‘hardening’’

transmission and distribution

 to minimize the adverse

ts of similar events. In

ested metropolitan areas,

 as exist in the Northeastern

, this likely will be

aordinarily expensive and,

le the expense may be such as

es these investments more

ted, the real possibility is that

ted utilities may spend

ons in such efforts. While

e investments will hopefully

ce outages and garner

umer goodwill, they will not

selves generate substantial

’’ revenues that will pay for

.

As of March 2013, 48 states and

territories28 have so-called

‘‘renewable portfolio standards’’

(RPS) that require incumbent

utilities and, in some states,

alternative power suppliers, to

obtain an increasing portion of

their power requirements from

renewable resources.

Unfortunately, it is becoming

more evident that in order to

satisfy these requirements,

substantial investment in new

long-distance transmission will

be required. According to a recent

EEI report,29 there are over 150

projects to add or upgrade over

13,300 miles of transmission that

will likely cost approximately

$38.7 billion (nominal$),

representing over 75 percent of all

planned transmission projects

with a total investment cost of

over $51 billion (nominal$).

O ne related and significant

issue is how to best

structure the procurement of

these required renewable

resources so that the most efficient

are timely built. This has been a

challenge as historically

incumbent utilities have been

reluctant to sign long-term power

purchase agreements for these

resources (in part due to the fact

that these agreements are

imputed debt of the utility for

rating purposes) and, without

such agreements, developers and

sponsors have often found it

difficult to obtain required

financing for their renewable
fined Applications for Proven Stranded Cost Securitization Technology, Electr. J. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2013.05.008
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projects. One unexplored

opportunity is to structure such

renewable resource procurement

in an open and transparent

manner and to fund such

procurement with optimally-

rated, long-term utility tariff

bonds.

VII. Coal-Fired Plant
Retirements

With seemingly increasing

frequency, U.S. electric utilities

are announcing their coal-fired

plants either as being abandoned

or significantly delayed due to

community objections30 or

regulatory concerns.31 In fact, the

North American Electric

Reliability Corp.’s annual 2012

Long-Term Reliability

Assessment32 found that by 2022

about 75 GW of coal-fired

generation will be retired33 and

that, as a result, in ERCOT long-

term capacity reserve margins are

inadequate and that action is

required to restore such margins

to adequate levels.34 It is unlikely

this capacity retirement will be

offset through demand-side

measures or the addition of

renewable or nuclear generation,

which require special

considerations for planning,

design, and operation in bulk

power markets. Renewable

resources often are characterized

by their remote location,

interconnection over difficult

terrain and, due to their variable

nature, the related requirements

for baseload dispatch flexibility,

support, and other ancillary

services for the related market.

Indeed, as the NERC Reliability

Report found,35 the likely

replacement capacity will be gas-

fired, which will substantially

increase the dependence of the

electric industry on natural gas

and, further, exert greater rate

pressure if natural gas costs are

rising.

VIII. Repeat Success

With the demonstrable

performance of prior utility tariff

bonds, U.S. regulated electric

utilities likely will expand their

use of this securitization method.

Indeed, this already has been

demonstrated successfully by

some transactions for mandated

environmental-control

expenditures and storm-

reconstruction costs. It is only

sensible to also use the technique

to allow a utility to recover

mandated costs over which the

utility has no particular control in

the most efficient manner

possible. These costs will likely

and perhaps others as a

consequence of the disruptive

changes that U.S. electric

utilities face now and will

almost certainly face in the ne

future.&
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